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Abstract

Over the past twenty years, graduate studies have seen significant growth, with student numbers more than doubling worldwide. Unfortunately, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development continues to report dropout rates averaging 50% for PhD and 40% for master’s programs, in all disciplines combined. Among the reasons quoted for abandoning study programs are deficient academic writing competencies that could not only hinder how graduate students progress through their academic journey, but also how they integrate with the scientific community as novice scholars. Accordingly, this article will present an overview of studies related to academic writing groups, which have been identified as one of the strategies to benefit graduate studies. Based on a systematic literature review, we present a chronological account of key issues and concepts that have influenced the phenomenon throughout history. Thereafter, we explain the various characteristics of academic writing groups in order to delineate this phenomenon through the description of its inherent elements and propose an all-encompassing definition. The analysis of 72 documentary sources also allows the observation of trends through the examination of geographical, disciplinary, and methodological factors drawn from scholarly publications. Finally, we highlight considerations for future exploration of academic writing groups used as a pedagogical strategy in the context of higher education, from disciplinary, sociocultural, and gender perspectives.
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1. Introduction

Dating back to the Middle Ages, there are records of writing groups forming on the basis of intellectual traditions (Gere, 1987). However, this type of collaboration started to draw greater attention in universities around the 1960s, with reforms promoting social learning (Paré, 2014). Over the last quarter century, academic writing groups (AWGs) adopted various forms, without this diversity of applications being scientifically documented. The lack of a global perspective results, among other things, in a confusion in the terminology used to describe AWGs. Moreover, there are disparities reported on the optimal concepts recommended to support graduate students, particularly doctoral candidates, during their study programs. Therefore, it appears essential to further examine AWGs, as a pedagogical and socialization strategy contributing to student perseverance and integration in the context of higher education.

This article aims at presenting the current situation with AWGs, based on a systematic literature review, by highlighting key scholars and those major theories that have influenced the evolution of the AWG phenomenon over time. Drawing on our synthesis findings, we also delineate the characteristics and inherent elements of AWGs to illustrate how various concepts can be utilized by graduate students. Finally, we identify potential avenues for exploration and documentation by recommending reflexive opportunities for higher education institutions and student-led initiatives warranting subsequent studies in this research domain.

2. Challenges of PhD Students in the World of Academia

In order to adjust to societal changes and technological advances, higher education is in constant evolution. Over the past fifty years, both masters and doctoral programs have seen a significant increase in the number of graduate students across the world, from 28.5 million in 1970, to 100 million in 2000, and 225 million in 2017 (World Bank, 2020). Even though higher education can include study programs delivered by colleges and universities (UNESCO,
2015), this article will focus on doctoral studies as a general context because this final university level displays discouraging graduation rates in the majority of countries offering doctorate degrees.

2.1 Dropout Rates and Prolongation of Doctoral Programs

Globally, dropout rates for doctoral programs reported by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (2019) have fluctuated around 50% in all disciplines combined. Furthermore, of those students graduating, many will do so by having extended the duration of their studies well beyond deadlines established by universities (Denis & Lison, 2016). Dropout and prolongation of doctoral programs have significant social and financial implications for students, universities, and governments (Fontaine & Peters, 2012). Of course, major life events, such as a birth or illness, can disrupt students’ journeys (Deslauriers, 2019). Aside from these exceptional circumstances, students can generally exert influence over several elements contributing to their progression toward graduation. For some students, challenges relating to financial and time management can appear unsurmountable and necessitate a careful evaluation of available resources (Bernheim, 2016). In addition, PhD students can face psychological pressures, including doubt and loneliness (Vézina, 2016). Indeed, the problem of isolation is not only associated with academic integration, but also social integration (Lovitts, 2001), as it affects both relationships developing in personal friendships and those that are forming within the context of university activities. Therefore, institutional responsibilities gain in importance to counterbalance dropout and prolongation factors that go beyond the control of students (Litalien & Guay, 2015). In that sense, the institutional cadre, including thesis advisors and committees, play a pivotal role in enhancing doctoral experiences by progressively facilitating the student’s socialization to the world of academia (Park, 2005; Wellington, 2010; West, Gokalp, Pena, Fischer, & Gupton, 2011).

2.2 Socialization of Doctoral Students to the Scholar Profession

The term socialization can be defined as “the interiorization of norms existing in a community that one wishes to integrate [translation]” (Kapp, 2015, p. 2). In that respect, universities are responsible for diversifying opportunities of interactions between PhD students and professors in departmental and disciplinary contexts in order to facilitate the socialization of students to the academic environment and, in turn, to the profession of scholar (Skakni, 2016). According to Becher and Trowler (2001), each disciplinary field internalizes a distinctive conception of research and the scholar profession. However, most disciplines demand that contemporary scholars manage multiple tasks concurrently: research, teaching, administration, publication, communications, and community services (Monin, 2017). Yet, during doctoral programs students are mostly developed to assume one of these functions, e.g., research. Moreover, Golde (2000) questions the authenticity of relationships forming in a context where students are in a position of vulnerability toward faculty staff since academic success depends on certain of these established connections. Therefore, Weidman, Twale, and Stein (2001) propose that the socialization of PhD students occurs on two fronts simultaneously; that is, internally within the university community, but also externally within a professional community. In that regard, Austin (2002) distinguishes natural sciences fostering work relationships within research laboratory teams, from humanities and social sciences involving individual interactions. In any case, PhD students are not only subjected to practices from their university cadre or field of expertise, but also have the capacity to steer their own learning throughout their doctoral journey (Hopwood, 2010). At the heart of these learning experiences is the acquisition of academic writing competencies allowing students to communicate their ideas in a credible fashion to establish a place for themselves in their research community. This socialization to academic writing is necessary for the production of a dissertation and, more broadly, of all written documents punctuating doctoral programs, such as scientific articles, book chapters, communication proposals and proceedings, scholarship applications, and other research reports or teaching material.

2.3 Gaps in the Development of Academic Writing Competencies

In general, students progressing to graduate studies do so without receiving formal education in developing academic writing competencies, namely the norms and practices associated with university level writing (Kapp, 2015). This iterative process encompasses far more than the simple act of writing that ensues from or is interspersed with documentary searches, reflexive periods, revisions, corrections, and modifications (Mazak, 2020), aiming primarily at contributing new knowledge to a specific field of study (Larivière, 2012). Thesis writing follows this iterative process and even though some students will complete this task without difficulties, for other students, it represents a challenging period, due in part to their lack of experience with academic writing (Lavelle & Bushrow, 2007; Lison & Bourget, 2016; Murray, 2001). In some cases, PhD students will also encounter difficulties integrating norms and practices related to the writing of scientific articles, placing them at a disadvantage because the selection for scholarships or paid employment in academic milieus depend, among other criteria, on publications in peer reviewed
journals (Duchesne, 2020). According to Litalien and Guay (2015), it is not only the actual deficiency, but also the negative perception that students may have of their academic writing competencies that can hinder the progression of university projects. In recent years, universities and students have addressed this issue by implementing initiatives aimed at overcoming challenges associated with academic writing. Among these strategies, AWGs are recognized as being successful by transforming a solitary activity into a solidary practice (Murray, 2014), enabling the socialization of students to the world of academia. Indeed, constructive exchanges occurring between members of these groups enhance self-confidence thanks to support from a community of students sharing common challenges (Aitchison, 2009). Moreover, AWGs offer opportunities for formal and informal education facilitating the progress of students in their study programs through the development of competencies essential to academic socialization (Rickard et al., 2009).

3. Methodology: A Systematic Literature Review

In order to draw a comprehensive portrait of the AWG phenomenon, we employed a systematic literature review by developing knowledge through the synthesizing of information. Drawing from a wide spectrum of perspectives and research methodologies, this examination method enables an in-depth understanding of available knowledge and the identification of information gaps, identifying opportunities for further investigation (Russell, 2005). For the purposes of this article, the review aims predominantly at describing characteristics of AWGs and elucidating their evolution. A five-step process developed by Whittemore and Knafl (2005) was used to guide our investigation: (1) problem identification, (2) literature search, (3) data evaluation, (4) data analysis, and (5) presentation.

3.1 Problem Identification

Over the past twenty years, several scholars have focused their attention on various types of AWGs to determine their implications for graduate studies. However, the origin of these groups has not been clearly established, along with their development over time. Therefore, the objective of our systematic literature review aims at analyzing key issues and concepts that influenced the development of AWGs, as well as identifying scholars active in this field of research in order to describe the current situation and offer avenues of exploration for subsequent studies.

3.2 Literature Search

Our literature search was initiated based on a list of 114 references provided by two Canadian researchers focusing their studies on academic writing retreats. After a first triage of these sources, 48 articles were retained by excluding duplicates and documents that did not exclusively pertain to the topic of AWGs. Then, a search for additional references was conducted using a university electronic library from which 16 relevant sources emerged. To do this, keywords were used in English and French, including “writing groups” and “groupes de rédaction” or “academic writing” and “rédaction scientifique”, and the search was limited to years of publication between 2000 and 2020. All of these documents served to find other references drawing from their bibliographies by using a method called “the snowball effect” (Wohlin, 2014), which produced 14 additional articles to analyze. Documents related to writing groups in other contexts than graduate studies were excluded, as well as articles covering individual strategies to develop academic writing competencies. In the end, a total of 72 documentary sources were retained for our systematic review. The sequence of this literary search is illustrated, at Figure 1, by means of a PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow chart.
3.3 Data Evaluation

The final sample was composed of peer reviewed articles, thesis, compendiums, and books published by scholars. During data evaluation, sources were classified by publication dates, first authors’ places of origin, and scholarly disciplines (see Appendix A). It is important to note that 70% of sources were published after 2010 and that they were clustered by five-year increments. A total of 15 countries of first authors are graphically represented, with Australia \((n=19)\) and the United States \((n=15)\) dominating the number of publications. With respect to disciplines, Education \((n=36)\) is preponderant, followed by Health Sciences \((n=11)\) and Linguistics \((n=10)\). Considering the distribution of sources by category, the total number of records selected was deemed sufficient to conduct our data analysis with a view of establishing the evolution and characteristics of the studied phenomenon.

3.4 Data Analysis

The data were first analyzed by identifying key issues and concepts that influenced three periods starting in 2000 until 2005, then 2006 to 2010, and 2011 until today. In this regard, we noted specific contributions made over time by theorists raising questions of importance in scientific works. For example, the name of Rowena Murray, a professor in the field of Education at a Scottish university, appears in ten documentary sources, either as a first author or co-author. Thereafter, the three authors of this present article synchronously analyzed descriptive characteristics of all forms of AWGs through a second review of selected sources, followed by the prioritization of specific elements associated with seven established characteristics until saturation of this information was achieved. In general, our data were homogeneous and representative of the studied phenomenon, in the context of graduate studies, thus allowed to reach a greater understanding of the evolution of AWGs, while exposing contrasts to supplement the overall analysis.

3.5 Presentation

Our findings are presented both in a narrative and table format that illustrates the depth of the topic of interest. We first describe the evolution of the overall phenomenon by describing in a chronological fashion how AWGs progressed over the past twenty years. Then, we delineate the characteristics and offer definitions of several AWG concepts currently in existence. At this last stage of the systematic literature review, Whittemore and Knafl (2005) recommend identifying research limitations, if applicable. In this respect, our analysis is solely based on archived data, that is information already in existence and produced for other purposes than our research, preventing the
Despite fifty years of scientific arguments supporting a collaborative approach in favour of learning, the performance of students in doctoral programs is still evaluated on an individual basis. Even though thesis supervisors and members of thesis committees are responsible for supporting PhD students through their journey, they are also in charge of formal assessments. This is where AWGs offer opportunities for intellectual exchanges with other scholars, who are more or less experienced, in a safe environment having no bearing on the assessment of academic performance. The results of our systematic literature review are presented under two themes: (1) the evolution of AWGs over the past twenty-five years to explain how they developed over time; and (2) the characterization of AWGs to describe their inherent elements, as well as propose an all-encompassing definition of the phenomenon.

4. Results: The Development and the Description of Academic Writing Groups

Despite fifty years of scientific arguments supporting a collaborative approach in favour of learning, the performance of students in doctoral programs is still evaluated on an individual basis. Even though thesis supervisors and members of thesis committees are responsible for supporting PhD students through their journey, they are also in charge of formal assessments. This is where AWGs offer opportunities for intellectual exchanges with other scholars, who are more or less experienced, in a safe environment having no bearing on the assessment of academic performance. The results of our systematic literature review are presented under two themes: (1) the evolution of AWGs over the past twenty-five years to explain how they developed over time; and (2) the characterization of AWGs to describe their inherent elements, as well as propose an all-encompassing definition of the phenomenon.

4.1 The Evolution of Academic Writing Groups

Considering that AWGs morphed into various forms over time, we will discuss key issues associated with this phenomenon based on three historical periods: before 2005, from 2006 to 2010, and from 2011 until the present day.

4.1.1 Before the Year 2005: Socio-Constructivism and Women

It was during the Dartmouth Anglo-American seminar in 1966 that education specialists examined the traditional transmission of content to recommend reforms with a greater focus on process than products (Dixon, 1967; Moffett, 1968; Muller, 1967). During the decade spanning from 1970 to 1980, classrooms became more interactive and dynamic, leaning toward a more social construction of knowledge (Vygotsky, 1978). Considering writing as a social activity (Bruffee, 1986), students were then encouraged to share draft documents to exchange feedback with one another. This approach is at the root of current scientific practices of peer reviews, clearly indicating those sources that inspired the writing process, in the form of a “dialogue” with authors who explored the same topic of interest in the past (Lunsford & Ede, 1992).

The beginning of the 21st century marked the publication of results from one of the most important studies on PhD dropout rates, with 1,986 students participating in an American research toward the end of the 1990s (Lovitts, 2001). Despite this, research examining AWGs during that period did not seem to consider the concept as a valuable strategy to support graduate students. In fact, articles published during this timeframe mainly addressed groups of professors participating in writing workshops in order to improve their understanding of writing goals by benefiting from instant feedback from experts and colleagues (Murray, 2001). This period also saw the emergence of writing retreats bringing together experienced scholars spending days off university campuses to work toward individual objectives, while benefiting from mutual support by celebrating successes and overcoming challenges (Moore, 2003).

In 2000, Grant and Knowles encouraged female scholars to participate in these types of activities with a view of improving scientific publication output. At that time, because women were often disadvantaged when seeking employment as university professors, aspiring to leadership positions or applying for research grants, some scholars were exploring strategies to enhance their professional representation. In that sense, when women would manage to enter the world of academia, they seemed to prefer uniting with other female scholars for the sake of solidarity. In terms of student integration, Lee and Boud (2003) proposed forming writing teams composed of both experienced and novice scholars from the same faculty or department, with a goal of facilitating social learning through the exchanges of resources between colleagues. This type of initiative seemed to be favoured by humanities and social sciences programs, in comparison to natural sciences where students are often part of research teams in laboratory settings (Moguérou, Murdoch, & Paul, 2003). The latter would be less inclined to look to joining groups to break the feeling of isolation, but also to support their efforts invested as novice scholars aspiring to become an active member of their field of research.

4.1.2 Between 2006 and 2010: Students and Technologies

During this timeframe, certain students continued to rely on the support of structured groups to assist them in completing the final stages of their study programs. However, others started to break from authority figures to unite with their peers, who were able to provide the required support without impinging on the evaluation of academic performance. In that regard, Ferguson (2009) stipulated that writing groups solely composed of PhD students presented practical and psychological benefits since they gave momentum to productivity while enhancing motivation and self-confidence. Writing groups exclusively composed of women continued to be observed, but for reasons that differed from those previously mentioned. While the proportion of female scholars surpassed their male
counterparts in many university disciplines, their graduation rate remained under that of men (OECD, 2019), due in part to their feeling an obligation to drop out of their study programs to cater to family demands. As a consequence, female students persisted in gathering with their peers to increase their productivity at work, as well as provide and receive encouragement leading to a better professional and personal balance (Faulconer, 2010).

Although in 2000 there were several hundreds of thousands of Internet users, in 2006 the number reached over twelve million of netsurfers (Wierzanska, 2012). The information and communication technologies (ICTs) invaded all aspects of our lives and modified the way in which human beings socialized. In regard to PhD students, they started to give up individual office spaces and withdraw from formal activities organized by faculties or departments. Indeed, social media facilitated the gathering of students originating not only from their own study programs and universities, but also from a diversity of disciplines in their region. In 2007, a social movement called “Shut up & Write” emerged across coffee shops in San Francisco, where students used Facebook and Twitter to invite peers to intensive writing sessions, followed by social time (Rowbotham, 2012). These participants, who typically did not know each other, were able to engage in academic writing in the same space, while discussing common challenges related to their university experience. The level of enthusiasm toward this spontaneous gathering caused it to grow in popularity among PhD students wishing to interact with peers, while maintaining a maximum of flexibility due to their busy schedules. Eventually, this practice spread through the United States and also proliferated in Australia and the United Kingdom.

4.1.3 From 2011 to Today: Co-working and Digital Platforms

In 2011, a study examining writing cafes organized by two Australian universities revealed that students better adapted to the academic environment, among other things, by sharing resources essential to their progression and establishing internal and external connections to the groups (Mewburn, Osborne, & Cladwell, 2014). These gatherings were initiated by students in a spontaneous fashion, at a time when it was most convenient for them and a location at proximity to their personal residences, where other students joined them in solidarity. In this way, students progressed their work while comparing their experience with peers from regional universities and a diversity of study programs. The digital modalities used to organize these meetings also served as a means to ask questions and exchange resources with other students, forming a network acting as a learning community. Since 2015, this type of writing group is an activity supported by not-profit organizations, such as Thèsez-vous (Note 1) in Canada and its sister organization ParenThèse in France (Mathieu-C. et al., 2017). These organizations were originally created for the purpose of organizing writing retreats, but have greatly diversified their services with time, based on requirements expressed by adherents.

It is important to note that AWGs do not suit the needs of all PhD students, as some individuals prefer to write alone or simply lack the time to invest in group activities (Johnson & Mullen, 2007). Nevertheless, the number of individuals living alone tends to be on the rise in several western countries and this may contribute to a growing need for social opportunities. Therefore, the emergence of writing studios has been observed, drawing from the concept of “co-working” spaces, an organizational trend where independent workers share an office space to foster sociability and collaboration (Moriset, 2016). For example, many university websites are promoting writing spaces as initiatives managed by graduate studies administrative offices or implemented by students on their own. As it turns out, writing studios represent an inexpensive solution for universities in terms of infrastructure, time, and money, thus it is not surprising to observe an expansion of this type of gathering. As for digital writing platforms, they cater to the needs for integration of PhD students remote from university campuses or those who prefer online modalities to socialize with others. In that respect, there is an abundance of studies in the fields of e-teaching or e-learning, but it proved difficult to trace references specifically discussing AWGs in a digital context. To our knowledge, there are writing groups that have integrated remote individuals by using online applications, such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Google Hangout or Skype, especially during confinement measures imposed by governmental authorities due to the COVID-19 pandemic (Tremblay-Wragg et al., 2021). Therefore, it would be interesting to include scientific outputs that may eventually be published on this particular topic in future literature reviews.

Overall, our chronological review of the evolution of AWGs reveals that socio-constructivist influences have subsisted over the past fifty years, with both scholars and graduate students continuing to engage in academic writing activities together to benefit from expert and peer support. This is especially beneficial in the present days considering that the pressure to publish is even greater than before due, among others, to limited openings for tenure-track positions. In most disciplines, the professional opportunities for women have not improved significantly enough to change the way in which they use AWGs. Therefore, it is observed that female participants are still dominating in terms of number, even though recent articles mention that men find these academic writing strategies...
useful. In a similar fashion, new trends in the literature are addressing the use of AWGs by individuals from various sociocultural background who are also underrepresented in academia (Overstreet, Harris, Crumb, & Howard, 2021). The fact that a growing number of scholars representing minority groups embrace a collaborative perspective may eventually alter the competitive nature of academic writing. As for the integration of technologies in AWGs over time, it has allowed to break geographical and institutional barriers present in the earlier years to now observe groups composed of participants coming together from various disciplines, universities, and even countries. Considering that participants continue to find new ways to use older concepts (writing workshops, retreats, and teams), as well as develop new concepts (writing cafes, studios, and platforms), AWGs present an untapped potential for scientific exploration in the context of graduate studies. Therefore, in the following paragraphs, we will dive into the characterization of AWGs to better define them.

4.2 The Characteristics of Academic Writing Groups

For the purposes of this article, we have considered that AWGs represent a phenomenon, that is “an experience lived by human beings” (van Manen, 2017). According to Yin (1982), certain phenomena may also be considered as research contexts, thus it is important to delineate our phenomenon of interest through the description of its inherent dimensions. In that respect, we will proceed with describing seven characteristics specific to AWGs: goals, organization, composition, structure, location, time, and activities.

The main goal of AWGs is usually set around a similar theme, namely the progression of academic projects in various forms. Members of these groups write together, although it is important to highlight that they are generally working on individual deliverables while benefiting from the presence of others. Therefore, the development of academic writing competencies and other skills essential to socialization in a scholarly environment can certainly represent another goal motivating participants to join these types of gatherings (Ferguson, 2009). Furthermore, research findings from Papen and Thiériault (2018) demonstrate that the experience of PhD students participating in a writing retreat proved to be enjoyable, positively impacted their journey, favourably modified their relationship to writing, and above all, contributed to the development of their scholar identity. A study by Stewart (2018), also focused on retreats for graduate students, reported benefits related to writing motivation and community of practice, thus breaking the feeling of isolation plaguing graduate students. Certain groups will establish quantifiable or qualifiable goals, for example completing the co-authorship of a scientific article in a three-month timeframe (Wilmot, 2018). Nevertheless, this sort of fixed target still adheres to intentions related to increasing publications and teaching academic writing.

The organization of AWGs may stem from institutional initiatives or student projects, through a single organizer or a team handling the planning, promotion, and coordination of activities. Planning efforts must align with set goals to establish conditions conducive to reaching concrete objectives. At the onset, this may include a project proposal, a request for funding, and the gathering of resources. The promotion of activities may be achieved via university communication channels or social networks external to the institution. In some instances, the coordination function may be executed by a leadership presence during activities, for example, by an expert in academic writing (Lee & Murray, 2013; Pargman, Hedin, & Hrastinski, 2013). In contrast, certain groups operate by sharing leadership responsibilities on a rotational basis, especially in those cases where participants are on an equal footing (Haas, 2014). Finally, some groups will function without clearly identifying a leader, especially when participants are already familiar with the flow of activities, thus not requiring any guidance (Guerin, 2013).

The composition of AWGs varies, once again, depending on established goals. In general, there are three different combinations of participants who can be either experienced scholars or novice scholars. The first group is typically composed of faculty staff with a varying degree of seniority in academic environments (Penney et al., 2015). A second group may be exclusive to graduate students, coming from masters and doctoral programs, or only one of these two graduate levels of education (Larcombe, McCosker, & O'Loughlin, 2007; Pololi, Knight, & Dunn, 2004). Finally, blending university professors and students represents another option for research groups already in existence or for participants interested in providing or receiving expert advice (Gardside et al., 2015). It should be noted that occasionally, an individual may join the group by strictly acting as a facilitator without actually engaging in academic writing, such as an administrative employee responsible for coordinating university activities.

The structure of AWGs can be articulated around a variety of constructs. In some instances, the group may identify with a specific designation to foster a sense of belonging among participants. In terms of size, there is no definite number of participants ensuring optimal functioning of the group (Haas, 2014), it depends again on the aimed objectives. Gatherings can occur under a “structured” framework inside a program of organized activities or in a more “spontaneous” fashion depending on the availability of participants. The group access may be restricted to a
specific type of participant, discipline, university, and region, or be open to a diverse membership (Cuthbert, Spark, & Burke, 2009). The affiliation to the group may be conditional on a registration process, require a financial contribution or commitment toward specific written tasks, or remain on a voluntary basis. Group members will usually negotiate their mode of operation, based on a set of ground rules (Murray & Newton, 2009), for example, keeping quiet during intensive writing periods.

The location where AWGs gather can also vary considerably. Certain groups prefer holding their activities on university campuses to facilitate access for participants and tap into resources available on site (Dickson-Swift et al., 2009). Conversely, other groups would rather meet away from university grounds in a stimulating environment with limited professional or personal interruptions, such as retreating in a recreational site or a cottage in the countryside. Those who live in urban areas may prefer to make use of local businesses in proximity to their personal residences, including coffee shops with free Wi-Fi (Mewburn et al., 2014). Finally, virtual meetings represent an alternative for connecting with a group from a distance or for proponents of digital modalities to engage in collective writing activities (Jolly et al., 2020).

A number of temporal elements are considered when organizing AWGs, including duration, repetition, and frequency of meetings. The schedules of professors and students are usually overloaded, even before taking into account personal engagements adding to professional commitments. On average, participants in structured groups will typically meet bimonthly for two-hour sessions (Aitchison, 2009). However, certain groups will gather every week for shorter or longer sessions during university semesters, school years or even more prolonged timeframes. When activities last several hours, or perhaps even multiple days, time management strategies may be integrated to improve productivity by establishing writing cycles and breaks at regular intervals. This common practice draws from a method called Pomodoro, among other time management strategies, whereby goals setting is combined with the alternation of concentration and rest periods to enhance intellectual agility (Cirillo, 2006).

The activities associated with AWGs may include expert coaching, setting goals, reading or intensive writing periods, time for discussion or feedback exchanged between participants, breaks to unwind, workshops for the development of academic competencies, and social events (Haas, 2014). Each group member adheres to shared norms and practices, thus forming learning communities where opportunities for exchanging with others materialize upstream and downstream of productivity periods. These exchanges allow for the sharing of challenges, strategies, and resources (Kornhaber, Cross, Betihavas, & Bridgman, 2016), as well as the provision of feedback essential to the progression of university projects (Pargman et al., 2013).

The above seven characteristics have been further deconstructed into specific elements after a third review of our selected sources. In Table 1, these elements are presented in priority order based on their number of reoccurrences in documents where they appeared across our overall literary corpus. It is, therefore, possible to identify prevailing characteristics in the construct of AWGs that can be assembled in a variety of combinations depending on the situation.
Table 1. Academic Writing Groups - Characteristics and Priority Elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTIC</th>
<th>PRIORITY ELEMENTS (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Boost publications (15); Teach writing (13); Develop scholars (9); Community building (9); Increase confidence (6); Exchange advice/feedback (4); Create a safe space (4); Provide optimal conditions (space &amp; time) (3); Enhance student retention (2); Facilitate writing in a second language (1); Improve mentorship relationship (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Initiative: Institution (11); Scholars (3); Students (2); Partnership with external organization (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership: Writing experts/elders (10); Research professionals/Librarians (3); Administrative staff (2); Peer facilitation (2); No dedicated leader (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>Scholars from one faculty (13); Multi-discipline scholars (12); Graduate students (9); Students &amp; Supervisors (3); Female scholars (3); Native &amp; non-native writers (2); International scholars (1); New researchers (1); Postdoc (1); Underrepresented &amp; disadvantaged students (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Writing retreats (12); Writing groups/circles (11); Credited writing course (2); Writing program (2); Writing workshop (2); Writing space (2); Writing cafes (2); Doctoral support center (1); Writing tutoring (1); Online writing activities (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Macro: University campus (12); Off campus-rural (5); On &amp; off campus (4); Online (2); Coffee shops (2); Off-campus-urban (1); Workplace (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Micro: Multifunctional space (1); Common space (1); Room with cubicles (1); Individual rooms (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Weekly meetings (10); Monthly meetings (3); Semester to schoolyear (3); 2 days (i.e., weekend) (6); 5 days (i.e., working week) (4); Regular monitoring post-participation (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>Expert mentorship/coaching (17); Intensive writing (17); Discussions on academic writing (15); Goals setting (13); Peer review (10); Workshops (9); Planning (7); Team building/Social (5); Editing written work (4); Tutoring (4); Collaborative writing (4); Relaxation (4); Writing exercises (3); Writing abilities evaluation (1); Exchange of resources (1); Celebrating success (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The socialization of PhD students rests on a proactive posture consisting of developing strategies depending on individual interests, aptitudes, and circumstances (Vezina 2016). Therefore, a multitude of options exist for those who wish to join AWGs as a means to progress their writing projects. Based on the characteristic priority elements listed in Table 1, we notice a prevalence of institutional initiatives aiming at boosting publication and teaching academic writing through expert mentorship and coaching. These findings could be explained by research efforts having mostly focused on AWGs offering structured activities, whereas AWGs formed in a more spontaneous fashion represent greater challenges to study as a field of research. It will be interesting to observe if studies examining student-led initiatives emerge in the near future, especially with the closure of campuses during the COVID-19 pandemic, preventing graduate students from accessing university services and motivating them to organize peer-support activities.

Overall, our systematic literature review demonstrates the lack of theoretical or evidence-based foundations regarding AWGs, that have instead been explored intuitively by scholars interested in this phenomenon. To our knowledge, there is no general definition encapsulating all forms of AWGs, therefore, we propose the following definition:

*Groupings of novice and/or experienced scholars benefiting from the presence of others to invest dedicated writing efforts into progressing individual academic work in shared physical or digital spaces.*
5. Discussion: Disciplinary, Sociocultural, and Gender Perspectives

From the outset, we recognize that the majority of scholars interested in matters related to AWGs are English-speaking women in Education Sciences and originating from the United States, Australia, and Scotland. The basis of this observation refers to the argument raised in our chronological narrative, regarding women wishing to enhance their professional representation. Additionally, the common perception of AWGs as strategies to develop writing competencies explicitly falls within the education domain. As for preferred methodologies used by scholars studying AWGs, qualitative approaches prevail in selected documentary sources, with methods varying from literature reviews, narrative studies, phenomenology, ethnography, and case studies. As authors of this article, we bring diversity to the field of research, to some extent, by representing French Canada, although we are all women, mainly working in Education Sciences, and we used a literature review to conduct a qualitative analysis for our inquiry.

It was enlightening to discover several scholars who have recently explored the various forms of AWGs. Evidently, this phenomenon continues to evolve, although some of the precursory concepts identified in older timeframes are still employed today. By reviewing the evolution of older concepts, that is writing retreats, writing workshops, and writing teams, we were able to answer questions regarding professional and personal support provided by experienced and novice scholars. There remain questions to clarify respecting the emergence of newer concepts, namely writing studios, writing cafes, and digital writing platforms. In that regard, it would be interesting to further examine the impact of socialization among students who do not know each other but who share similar experiences. A better grasp of digital modalities used by participants before, during, and after their meetings, would also enhance the understanding of dynamics occurring and the manner by which students employ their network of academia, the development of academic writing competencies, and, in the same vein, the increase in self-confidence ensuing from the support of a community sharing strategies to overcome common challenges. These benefits are emphasized by studies focusing on either of the AWG concepts, irrespective of their type or structure. Certain scholars go as far as to discuss the possibility of networks developing through AWGs to compensate for institutional shortcomings, including issues experienced by students lacking support from thesis supervisors (Mewburn et al., 2014). Therefore, it would be interesting to further explore this conjecture, as well as examine if there is a standard profile of students joining AWGs. As such, the level of interest demonstrated by women toward these socialization strategies deserves a more thorough investigation from a gender perspective. Additionally, when studying participation in AWGs, a disciplinary comparison between humanities and social sciences, and natural sciences could be explored; the same applies to the distinction between international and local national students. Furthermore, it would be worth establishing the optimal timings when taking part in AWGs would most benefit students on the continuum of their doctoral journey.

This literature review also represented an opportunity to examine several AWG concepts as strategies to support PhD students throughout their doctoral programs, as well as their general socialization to the world of academia. We established several characteristics related to these groups, including goals, organization, composition, structure, location, time, and activities. Additionally, our systematic literature review allowed for the identification of several benefits and drawbacks ensuing from AWGs. Certain aspects deserve further exploration, particularly the reasons for which some individuals do not consider these strategies beneficial for their particular situation. It is understood that at various steps of the doctoral journey, PhD students must endure moments of solitude by progressing through an intellectual reflection process to assimilate knowledge and develop a personal contribution (Corbel, 2006). However, this isolation may become a cause of suffering for students requiring social support to overcome hurdles along the way. Therefore, it would be interesting to explore literature regarding the creation of communities (Anderson, 2006), especially as it relates to communities of practice (Wenger, 2005) and learning communities (Cristol, 2017), to better understand what these concepts consist of, how they differ from each other, or how they may apply to the phenomenon of interest.

6. Conclusion

This article aimed to present the history and state of play of the AWG phenomenon by means of a systematic literature review. According to our narrative description, it was established that the phenomenon evolved through conceptual diversification over time. Therefore, we examined common and divergent characteristics of precursory concepts that have emerged over the past twenty years and that remain in effect to date in the context of graduate studies. It is interesting to note that none of the older concepts (writing workshops, retreats, and teams) have disappeared over time; they still exist today, either supported by institutional programs or student-led initiatives. In
addition, we examined the emergence of more recent concepts (writing cafes, studios, and platforms), including those relying on digital tools to facilitate networking between participants. Scholars originating from western countries in the fields of humanities and social sciences predominate in studying the benefits obtained by students participating in AWGs. These benefits are directly linked to the socialization of PhD students to the world of academia and the profession of scholar. There remain several aspects of the phenomenon that deserve further exploration to better understand its intricacies through additional research efforts regarding disciplinary, sociocultural, and gender perspectives, as well as the integration of technologies. These proposed lines of research will evidently generate interest among higher education experts of all disciplines combined wishing to enhance support provided to graduate students to reduce their dropout rates in study programs and improve their socialization to the scholar profession.
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Notes
Note 1. Thèsez-vous is a non-profit organization that specializes in creating physical and human environment to facilitate academic writing, offering scholars and graduate students ideal conditions for writing theses, scientific articles and funding applications, based on documented best practices.

Note 2. Arts, Law & Geography/Environment each have one source that does not appear on the graph.
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